REVISED PROVISIONAL AGENDA

for the 2251st meeting of the COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION (Justice and Home Affairs)

Brussels, Monday 27 March 2000

1. Open debate : protection of the victims in the European judicial area
   doc. 10491/99 JAI 63

2. Adoption of the provisional agenda

3. Approval of the list of "A" items
   doc. 7151/00 PTS A 12

4. Score board : presentation by the Commission

5. Framework decision on increasing protection by penal and other sanctions against counterfeiting in connection with the introduction of the Euro - political agreement
   doc. 7047/00 DROIPEN 10

6. Draft Convention on mutual assistance in criminal matters between the Member States of the EU
   docs 7112/00 COPEN 21 COMIX 280
        7046/00 COPEN 19 COMIX 278

7. Framework decision establishing joint teams to conduct criminal investigations in one or more Member States : political agreement
   doc. 5698/1/00 CATS 6 REV 1

8. The prevention and control of organised crime : a European strategy for the beginning of the new millennium
   doc. 6611/00 CRIMORG 36
+ COR 1 (en)
9. Collective evaluation: preliminary country reports on Czech Republic and Hungary
   docs 6613/00 EVAL 12 ELARG 30 (to be circulated)
   9765/6/99 EVAL 41 ELARG 82 REV 6 (RESTREINT)
   5261/2/00 EVAL 1 ELARG 1 REV 2 (RESTREINT)

    docs 7111/00 JUSTCIV 29
         8672/99 JUSTCIV 82

11. Proposal for a Council Regulation on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters
    docs 7137/00 JUSTCIV 32
         10742/99 JUSTCIV 124

12. Charter of Fundamental Rights: Information on proceedings

13. European Refugee Fund - state of play
    docs 5635/00 ASILE 2 FIN 17
         6888/00 ASILE 10 FIN 98

    doc. 7122/00 ASILE 14 (to be circulated)

15. High Level Working Group on Asylum and Migration - state of play

16. Any other business